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ABSTRACT
Recent methods based on 3D skeleton data have achieved out-
standing performance due to its conciseness, robustness, and
view-independent representation. With the development of
deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)-based learning methods
have achieved promising performance for action recognition.
However, for CNN-basedmethods, it is inevitable to loss tem-
poral information when a sequence is encoded into images.
In order to capture as much spatial-temporal information as
possible, LSTM and CNN are adopted to conduct effective
recognition with later score fusion. In addition, experimental
results show that the score fusion between CNN and LSTM
performs better than that between LSTM and LSTM for the
same feature. Our method achieved state-of-the-art results on
NTU RGB+D datasets for 3D human action analysis. The
proposed method achieved 87.40% in terms of accuracy and
ranked 1st place in Large Scale 3D Human Activity Analysis
Challenge in Depth Videos.
Index Terms— 3D Action Recognition, Convolutional
Neural Networks, Long Short Term Memory
1. INTRODUCTION
Human action recognition has attracted increasing attention
from three types of input (RGB, depth and skeleton) [1, 2,
3, 4] in computer vision due to potential applications such
as video search, intelligent surveillance systems and human-
computer interaction. In the past few decades, RGB video
data have been widely studied as input for human action
recognition. However, compared to RGB data, depth modal-
ity is invariance to illumination and provides 3D structural
information of the scene. With the advance of easy-to-use
depth sensors and algorithms [5] for highly accurate joint po-
sitions estimation from depth map, action recognition based
on skeleton has been an active research topic. To date, many
methods [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] based on handcrafted skeleton
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features have been reported for action recognition due to its
conciseness, robustness and view-independent representation.
However these features are shallow and dataset-dependent.
Recently, deep learning methods have achieved outstanding
performance in various computer vision tasks and several
deep learning based methods [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] for
action recognition have been proposed. Currently, a common
way to capture the spatio-temporal information in skeleton se-
quences is to use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) or
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).
The challenge for CNN based method is how to effec-
tively capture the spatio-temporal information of a skeleton
sequence using image-based representation. In fact, it is
inevitable to lose temporal information during the conver-
sion of 3D information into 2D information. For example,
Wang et al. [13] encoded joint trajectories into texture im-
ages and utilized HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) space to rep-
resent the temporal information. However, this method can-
not distinguish some actions such as “knock” and “catch” due
to the trajectory overlapping and losing past temporal infor-
mation. Li et al. [19] proposed to encode the pair-wise dis-
tances of skeleton joints into texture images, and encoded
the pair-wise distances between joints over a sequence of
skeletons into color variations to capture temporal informa-
tion. But this method cannot distinguish some actions of
similar distance variations such as “draw−circle−clockwise”
and “draw−circle−counter clockwise” due to the lost of local
temporal information.
RNNs model the contextual dependency in the temporal
domain, and have been successfully applied to processing se-
quential data with variable length such as language modeling
and video analysis. Recently, several methods [15, 16, 17]
based on RNNs have been proposed for recognizing skeleton-
based actions. The paper [17] has proved that rich spatial do-
main features by exploring relative relations between joints
perform better than original coordinates of joints. However,
concatenation of different types of features cannot improve
the performance compared with input with only a single type
of feature. The reason is probably due to the weak ability
of RNNs in distinguishing useful information from multiple
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kinds of features.
In this paper, LSTM model is adopted to take advantage
of its powerful ability to model the long term contextual in-
formation in the temporal domain. Different types of rich
spatial domain features are fed to LSTM model. Inspired
by the works [13, 19, 14] where the authors fused class
score from different planes, in this paper class score fusion
is adopted over different LSTM channels processing different
types of features. In addition, score fusion is further con-
ducted between CNN and LSTM channels. The way of this
fusion method performs better than fusion between LSTM
and LSTM for the same feature due to complementarity be-
tween CNN model and LSTM model. The proposed method
was evaluated on NTU RGB+D Dataset and state-of-the-art
results were achieved.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the proposed method. Experimental results and dis-
cussions are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method consists of three major components, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, feature extraction from a skeleton se-
quence as the input of ten neural networks, including three
LSTMmodels and seven CNNmodels, neural networks train-
ing and the late score fusion. Applying various methods on
a skeleton sequence can obtain various features prominently
in spatial or temporal domain, and we defined that features
as SPF (spatial-domain-feature) and TPF (temporal-domain-
feature). And we select SPF as the input of LSTM networks
and TPF as the input of CNN networks. To obtain the SPF,
three types of spatial domains features are extracted includ-
ing R (relative position), J (distances between joints) and L
(distances between joints and lines). To obtain the TPF, the
methods used in [19] and [13] are followed to generate the
joint distances map (JDM) and joint trajectories map (JTM)
respectively.
2.1. Feature Extraction From Skeleton Sequence
The distance features are suitable to feed into LSTM due to
rich spatial information, but the distance features lose a lot
of orientation information. The features of the relative po-
sition is adopted to capture the orientation information. In
this paper, we adopt a human skeleton model with 12 joints
(hip center, spine, shoulder center, head, elbow left, wrist left,
hand left, elbow right, wrist right, hand right, ankle left, and
ankle right) due to their relative less noise. In the following,
three types of skeletal features are described in detail.
Let pj = (x, y, z) denote the 3D coordinate of the j
th
joint in each frame. The relative position descriptor RP tjk
and the Euclidean distance JJDtjk between joints j and joint
k at frame t are denoted as
RP tjk = p
t
j − p
t
k, j 6= k (1)
JJDtjk =
∥∥ptj − ptk∥∥2, j 6= k (2)
Compared to calculating the distance between joints, comput-
ing the distance between joints and lines has a higher com-
plexity. Let Ljk denote the line from joint j to joint k. The
distance JLDt(n, j, k) from joint n to line Ljk at the frame t
is expressed as follow:
JLDt(n, j, k) = 2St∆njk/JJD
t
jk, n 6= j 6= k (3)
where St
∆njk is area of triangle formed by three joints(joint n,
joint j and joint k ) and accelerated with Helen formula. Any
three joints form three lines. Thus, there are 3 ∗ C312 = 660
lines for one single subject with 12 joints. In fact, the number
of features is extremely largewhenmultiple subjects perform-
ing actions. For example, the 6072 lines will be generated for
the interactions in NTU RGB+D Dataset. And it is very time
consuming to use the large features to train the LSTM model.
In order to reduce the computational cost, we follow the pa-
per [17] to select several important lines. And if one of the
following three constraints is satisfied:
• The two joints are directly adjacent in the kinetic chain.
This generates six lines.
• If one joints is at the end of skeleton chain such as Hand
joint, the other joint can be two steps away in the kinetic
chain. This generates three lines.
• The two joints are at end of skeleton chain. This pro-
duces ten lines.
For LSTM model, we enumerate three types of features
with spatial information that are encoded in one pose and are
independent of time. We follow the paper [13, 19] to generate
a color image and feed into CNN model. But the method
in [13] is view dependent, thus skeleton data is rotated around
the Y axis with a fixed step 45 degree to generate multi-view
joint trajectory maps.
2.2. Neural Networks
In this paper, LSTM model and CNN model are adopted to
process the different types of features. The two models are
complementary to each other. LSTM can model the contex-
tual dependency in the temporal domain very well. And CNN
model can perform better in processing the image with more
spatial information. Due to the complementation, the perfor-
mance is greatly improved by the later score fusion.
Traditional RNNs only mines the short-term dynamics
and are unable to discover relations among long-terms of in-
puts. In order to alleviate this drawback, a typical LSTM
model is adopted. In this model, a unit contains four gates,
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed method. The main composition of each route in the first three is Skeleton sequence-
SPF-LSTM, and in the last seven routes is Skeleton sequence-TPF-CNN.
Fig. 2. Schema of a long short-term memory (LSTM) unit.
an output state and an internal memory cell state. The LSTM
transition equations are expressed as:


it
ft
ot
ut

 =


σ
σ
σ
tanh


(
W
(
xt
ht−1
))
(4)
ct = it ◦ ut + ft ◦ ct−1 (5)
ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct) (6)
where it, ft, ot, ut, ht, ct are input gate, forget gate, output
gate, input modulation gate, output state and internal memory
cell state respectively. xt denotes the input to the network at
time step t. Operator ◦ indicates element-wise product. The
symbol σ is the sigmoid function. Fig. 2 shows the schema
of this recurrent unit.
As shown in Fig. 1, we build a 3-layer LSTM framework.
The first LSTM layer takes the three types of features as the
input xt and output ht of the lower LSTM layer is as the input
xt of the upper LSTM layer. The output of the highest LSTM
layer is fed to a softmax layer to transform the output codes
to probability values of class labels.
In this paper, the original AlexNet is adopted as CNN
model. We follow the protocols used in [13, 19] to train the
CNN model, namely fine-tuning on joint trajectory map and
training from scratch on joint distances map. In fine-tuning,
the pre-trained models on ILSVRC-2012 (Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge 2012, a version of ImageNet) are used
for initialization.
2.3. Score Fusion and Implementation Details
2.3.1. Score Fusion
Given a testing skeleton sequence, three feature vectors and
seven texture maps are generated and fed into ten different
trained neural networks. The score vectors of ten neural net-
works are fused and the max score in the resultant vector is
assigned as the probability of the test sequence being the rec-
ognized class. The common fusion method consists of max-
score fusion, average-score fusion and multiply-score fusion,
that is, the score vectors outputted by the ten neural net-
works are maximized, averaged and multiplied in an element-
wise way respectively. Compared with max-score fusion and
average-score fusion, multiply-score fusion performs better
and expressed as follows:
label = Fin(max(v1 ◦ v2 · · · v9 ◦ v10)) (7)
where v is a score vector, ◦ refers to element-wise multiplica-
tion, and Fin(·) is a function to find the index of the element
having the maximum score.
2.3.2. Implementation Details
Joint coordinates are normalized in a way similar to the
scheme in [11], which imposes the same limbs (skeleton seg-
ments) lengths for poses obtained from different subjects. All
3D points are normalized based on average distances between
adjacent joints from training data. The original point of body
coordinate is translated to center hip joint. We also follow the
paper [18] to divide a skeleton sequence to 20 sub-sequences
and one frame is randomly selected from each sub-sequence.
Caffe and Keras are as the deep learning platform and a
NVIDIA TITAN X GPU card are adopted to run our experi-
ments. We use three LSTM layers in the stacked network and
the applied probability of dropout is 0.5. We train the network
using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for CNN model and
RootMean Square Propagation (RMSprop) for LSTMmodel.
The learning rate was initially set to 0.001 for fine-tuning and
0.01 for the training from scratch on CNN model. And the
learning rate was initially set to 0.001 and time step was set
to 20 on LSTM model.
3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The proposed method was evaluated on NTU RGB+D
Dataset. Experiments were conducted to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of three types of score fusion methods, score fusion
of LSTM model in three types of features and score fusion
between CNN model and LSTM model.
3.1. NTU RGB+D Dataset
To the best knowledge of authors, NTU RGB+D Dataset [20]
is currently the largest dataset for action recognition. It con-
sists of 56578 action samples of 60 different classes including
front view, two side views, and left, right 45 degree views per-
formed by 40 subjects aged between 10 and 35. This dataset
is challenging and provides two types of evaluation protocols,
cross-subject and cross-view.
3.2. Evaluation of Fusion Methods
The results of individual features and different fusion methods
are listed in Table 1, where R, J, L, R-J-L concatenation, JTM,
JDM represent relative position, distance between joints, dis-
tance between joints and lines, feature concatenation of above
three features, joint trajectory map and joint distances map
respectively. For example, JTM-xy stands for the joint trajec-
tory map in xy plane. The scores of ten channels are fused by
three types of methods including max-score fusion, average-
score fusion and multiply-score fusion. And multiply-score
fusion is adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of score fu-
sion of LSTM model in three types of features (R, J, L) and
score fusion between CNN model and LSTM model for the
same features. For example, All-Max-Score fusion and R-
J-L-Mul-Score fusion stand for the max-score fusion of ten
channels and the multiply-score fusion of the three types of
features respectively.
From Table 1, it can be seen that multiply-score fusion
method improves the final accuracy substantially compared
with average and max fusion methods. The concatenation of
the three tpyes of features including relative position, distance
between joints and distance between joints and lines cannot
improve the performance well compared with a single type of
feature, even performsworse than feature of distance between
joints and lines in cross-view. The distance between joints
is ultized to generate 3-D space joint distance map (JTM-
xyz). JTM-xyz feeding to CNN model performs worse than
distance between joints (J) feeding into LSTM, but JTM-xyz
performs better when they fused with feature of relative posi-
tion (R) feeding into LSTM model respectively. In addtion, it
can be seen that the score fusion of LSTM and CNN greatly
improved the final results.
From Table 2 we can see that our proposed method
achieved the state-of-the-art results comparedwith both hand-
crafted features based methods and deep learning methods.
The method [9] is not good at modeling multi-person in-
teractions. Dynamic Skeletons method [8] performed better
than some RNN-based methods verifying the weakness of the
RNNs [15, 20], which only mines the short-term dynamics
and tends to overemphasize the temporal information even on
large training data. LSTMwith spatial-temporal domains [18]
performs better than general LSTM [20], but it is worse than
the Geometric Features with using conventional SLTM [17].
Multi-CNN models [21, 22] are widely used to extract the
features and then fuse the features. The proposedmethod per-
forms better than Multi-CNN models and achieves the best
results in both cross-subject and cross-view evaluation.
3.3. Result of Large Scale 3D Human Activity Analysis
Challenge in Depth Videos
The challange results are shown in Table 3. From Table 3,
it can be seen that the proposed method achieved 87.40% in
terms of accuracy and ranked the first in Large Scale 3D Hu-
man Activity Analysis Challenge in Depth Videos. The pro-
posed method performs better than other methods which has
verified the effectiveness of the proposed method.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a simple yet effective method is proposed that
based on LSTM and CNN score fusion. We take both advan-
tages of LSTM and CNNmodels for final recognition: LSTM
is good at exploiting strong temporal information while CNN
is bias to mine strong spatial information. The effective
multiply-score fusion method improved the recognition ac-
curacy largely. State-of-the-art results were achieved on NTU
RGB+D dataset and have verified the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method.
Table 1. Comparisons of the different schemes on the NTU RGB+D
Techniques
NTU RGB+D
cross-subject cross-view
R (LSTM) 70.98% 75.97%
J (LSTM) 67.62% 77.95%
L (LSTM) 69.16% 80.63%
JTM-xy (CNN) 70.22% 73.89%
JTM-xz (CNN) 55.77% 55.67%
JTM-yz (CNN) 67.20% 70.60%
JDM-xy (CNN) 65.13% 67.42%
JDM-xz (CNN) 62.79% 63.48%
JDM-yz (CNN) 63.45% 63.27%
JDM-xyz(CNN) 66.79% 74.90%
R-J-L concatenation (LSTM) 71.26% 80.00%
R-J-L-Mul-Score fusion (LSTM) 76.52% 85.35%
R-J-Mul-Score fusion (LSTM) 74.50% 82.19%
R-JDM-xyz-Mul-Score fusion (LSTM+CNN) 76.06% 83.05%
All-Max-Score fusion (LSTM+CNN) 77.54% 86.03%
All-Ave-Score fusion (LSTM+CNN) 82.18% 89.03%
All-Mul-Score fusion (LSTM+CNN) 82.89% 90.10%
Table 2. Experimental results (accuracies) on NTU RGB+D
Dataset
Method Cross subject Cross view
Lie Group [9] 50.08% 52.76%
Dynamic Skeletons [8] 60.23% 65.22%
HBRNN [15] 59.07% 63.97%
Deep RNN [20] 56.29% 64.09%
Part-aware LSTM [20] 62.93% 70.27%
ST-LSTM+ Trust Gate [18] 69.20% 77.70%
JTM [13] 73.40% 75.20%
Geometric Features [17] 70.26% 82.39%
Clips+CNN+MTLN [21] 79.57% 84.83%
View invariant [22] 80.03% 87.21%
Proposed Method 82.89% 90.10%
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